
JV AVCTL INVITATIONAL  

October 2nd, 2020 

1. USGA rules will be played with modifications.  KSHSAA Golf Rules will also be enforced. 

2. Play the red tees.  

3. Ball will be played up everywhere except in a hazard or penalty area. 

4. Circle 9. 

5. All native areas will be played as penalty area. Penalty drop should be from the point where the ball first crosses the 

margin of the native grass.  

6. OUT OF BOUNDS –is marked by white stakes, white paint or fencing around the golf course. If OB, player may drop 

in fairway (no nearer the hole) and add two penalty strokes. 

-Hole #1              Fence to left 

-Hole #2              Stakes to left 

-Hole #3              Stakes to left 

-Hole #4              Stakes to left and behind green 

-Hole #5              Stakes to left and behind green 

-Hole #6              Stakes to left 

-Hole #9              Stakes to left, maintenance building and fence,  

-Hole #10            Road to the left 

-Hole #11            Fence to left and behind green 

-Hole #12            Stakes left and behind green (driving range) 

-Hole #13            Fence behind green 

-Hole #14            Fence to left and behind green 

-Hole #15            Fence to left 

-Hole #16            Fence to left 

-Hole #18            Stakes to right (driving range) 

 

7. Lost Ball – 2 stroke penalty, drop where it was deemed to be lost.   

8. Flagstick being left in the hole while putting is a decision by each player. In other words, she can pull it if desired. 

9. GROUND UNDER REPAIR- if you are in an area with no grass or GUR (not marked), you can go to the nearest 

grass and play the ball up.  

10. If there is a rules question, the player may elect to play the original ball and a second ball and record both scores.  Do 

not sign the scorecard until the rules committee determines the correct score. 

11. Upon finishing play, keep your group together to review your scorecards hole-by-hole. Sign one scorecard, but turn in 

all scorecards.  

12.  Players need to be at starting hole 5 minutes prior to tee time.  Maintain your position with the group in front of 

you. 

13. Awards: Teams are encouraged to leave after play is complete and scorecards have been turned in. Medals will be 

mailed.  

14. Masks are required in the clubhouse and on the practice facilities if unable to social distance. Clubhouse should only 

be used for restroom and concessions.  


